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FOUNDERS DAY CELEBRATION

A VISIT TO MY ALMA MATER

8th April 2022, the Founders Day, was the day to reflect on
the year 2004 and the great visionaries who had laid the
foundation of the institution. A video presentation Reflections ‘N’ Expression was released as the virtual
celebration of Founders Day.
Alumni Meet 2022 was a day of memories and nostalgia for the
alumni. The visit to the photo gallery gave them time to
reminisce the cherished moments once again. Sharing of
anecdotal experiences, moments of laughter, and collective
learning in the School made the day special. The day closed with
the musical presentations by the alumni.

MUSIC THE SHORTHAND OF EMOTION

GO GREEN
Learning about green practices now creates a lifelong interest
in saving the planet Earth. The students showcased their
creativity along with their concern for mother Earth, through
posters, crowns, banners, and quotes. The slogan of the day
was, “My Earth, My Duty”.

The much-awaited and loved inter-house musical event was
held on the 28th April, 2022. Interhouse rock band
performances enthralled the audience. The event concluded

with two solo percussion performances by students of grade
XII, Parth Priya Tiwari and Madhav Varshaney.

THE TURNCOAT DEBATE
The
elocutionists
exuded
selfconfidence and a maturity well beyond
their years as they competed against
their very own selves in the Turn a Coat
Activity, the students of classes IX, X,
and XII had to flip sides. The
transitions were witty and the
participants of the four houses
presented their cases impressively.

BACK TO SCHOOL
The Covid-19 pandemic brought a dynamic shift in
the world education system. Although online classes
were interesting and engaging, I feel offline classes are
much better. Physical classes help me to interact with
my friends and teachers more effectively. Activities

Two years go passing by
To our mates, no hello or hi
Under strict rules and control
In our spirit, it made some holes
We’re back

classes. PHE and lunch break become engrossing.

This malady had deceived
Let’s continue on with some good deeds
Now you can try
No need to say bye

Nothing can be more exciting than coming to School

By Gauresh Lohani, Class VII

like MAD and ECA are more fun-filled in regular

regularly. - By Hannah Bijo
Thomas,Meet
Class VI2022
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